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SHAKING THE TREE OF WIRE BENDING:
Numalliance is technology driven company with a long standing of innovation. During Wire and Tube in Dusseldorf
Numalliance combined the Latour/Robomac and the Macsoft technologies launching the Touch and Form Series. Now it is time
to pay tribute to the American Market with two new products.
The top of the line equipment, the FX series with 7 servos has completely been re-engineered and is now called the FTX. The
“T” in FTX is to stress out that this wire bender is also capable of bending tube from a coil. The process started in 2009 where
traditional wire bending technology was blended with spring and generate the FRX04.
Moving on to bigger diameter over ½” -13mm, Numalliance kept the benders key features : Single Minute Exchange Tooling,
Teaching Pendant, Tube and Flatstock capabilities and of course the “Double Bend” nicknamed the “Waow bend” by
customers because it does two bends at a time.
“As speed is key, the FTX is much faster…in hope that the customer will dub it the “Waow bender”” Says Joel Etienne, C.E.O.
and Founder of the company . “Our customer are fighting for price. We want to bring them Value they can share with their
own customers” he adds. Capability in bending and beyond bending is really the key for success.
Numalliance forte has always been the automotive. The quality, speed and accuracy requirement match with the decade of
experience the company has in CNC wire, tube, in flat stock bending. Numalliance think it is time to think outside the box in
the area of the dual-header is a must. The company now offers a new line in that area : the Robomac R21XX that complement
the Twin series already existing. Nothing makes really the difference from the outside but the engineering from tooling to
capabilities as well as option available on this equipment will certainly draw a lot of attention - Check booth 1032 at Interwire.

